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About This Game

Theatre of War 2: Africa 1943 covers the events of 1943 in Tunisia, North Africa. Recovering from their losses after the
crushing defeat and subsequent retreat after the Second Battle of El-Alamein, the German Afrika Korps - reinforced and now

supported by the Italian Army - prepare once more to put steel against steel with the Allies. The Axis forces, under the
command of the legendary General Erwin Rommel, have an all too brief opportunity to seize victory from the clutches of their

earlier failures. Players will lead Rommel’s Afrika Korps in their last full-scale military campaign and command the English and
American armies as they try to push the Axis forces out of Africa once and for all.

House to house urban combat

Animated hand-to-hand fighting

Anti-air vehicles and stationary anti-aircraft mounts to control

Smoke screens
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Different types of trenches, sand bags, road blocks and barbed wire emplacements are now available (to defending units
only) and can be placed by the player before the battle starts

Advanced unit formations control

Improved soldier A.I. (e.g. soldiers will independently search for cover and share heavy weapons ammo)

Improved complex infantry damage system

New advanced visual spotting system accounts for observation angles and smoke screens

Online Game Server Browser

Improved visuals and sound, with new soldier and vehicle models, new sounds and music, and all new explosion effects
and animations.

15 missions in three campaigns – German, American and British - including famous battles such as Kasserine Pass, Sidi
Bou Zid, Sbeitla and Tebessa.

Mission Editor to create your own scenarios

Interactive Tactical Battle Map

Over 50 different vehicle types

Over 30 new unique buildings
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Title: Theatre of War 2: Africa 1943
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
1C Entertainment
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
Theatre of War
Release Date: 24 Apr, 2009

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista

Processor: Intel Pentium IV 3.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Hard Drive: 3.5 GB HDD

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 6600 or ATI Radeon X800

Sound: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

English,Russian
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Restaurant Empire II is the sequel to Trevor Chan\u2019s Restaurant Empire which was released back in 2003 and although I
have not played the original fans of both games give you the distinct impression that Restaurant Empire II is really just a
glorified expansion to the original. Taken on it's own merits however, it's a decent enough management game that unfortunately
gets bogged down in minutia and micromanagement rather quickly.

The game starts you off with the campaign from the original game, a new campaign based more around Desert House's and
Coffee Shops and a sandbox mode. The sandbox mode however is pretty barebones and many of the staples from the
campaigns, such as the minigames, chef reputation, cooking contests etc are removed. Add that to the fact that in Sandbox you
start with pretty much everything already unlocked it becomes a rather futile experience.

The campaigns start you off as a small restaurant owner and slowly unlocks content and areas as you progress through various
scenarios with pre-set goals. A small dash of storyline is thrown in but it can be safely ignored. Your goals throughout the
campaign vary rather wildly in difficulty and it's often best to delay winning the easier scenarios until the very last moment so
that you can use the extra time for your chefs and staff to get more skilled and more money to flow into your bank account.

The game at it's core is simple enough, you start a restaurant, place a kitchen, some bathrooms, furnish the seating area, hire
some staff, pick a menu and off you go. However once you get going the game becomes anything but simple. The game will
often tell you that you have trouble serving meals on time but doesn't give you any information as to why that is. Should you hire
more servers? Hire more chefs? Move the tables closer to the kitchen? Solving problems with your restaurants quickly becomes
purely trial and error until you get that perfect setup that you will never have to change. It doesn't help that the AI path-finding
is nothing short of atrocious.

And that brings us to the menu. As you progress through the game you will start to unlock specialty ingredient suppliers which
allows you to increase the quality of your meals at a cost, however using these new high quality ingredient's have to be done
individually for each recipe in each restaurant and likewise for changing the price making it an incredibly frustrating
experience.

All in all Restaurant Empire II is a game with a few good ideas that are unfortunately marred by it's many design flaws and it's
not really a game I'd recommend to anyone but extreme fans of management simulations. If you have a burning desire to play a
game that lets you build and manage a chain of eateries I suppose this is really your only choice but if not, then you can find
better entertainment elsewhere.. If you like RTS warfare with tanks and small squads of men then this is likely something you
already have in your library, if not then you might have spoilt your appetite with other games that fit this genre. Personally it's a
favourite in this kind of genre and unfortunely it only has spiritual successors since the developers now defunct.

Like I've said in another review, if I could jump into a time machine and intervene at the point of purchasing, I wouldn't
intervene since it was worth every penny.. Good thinking man's game, similar to chess in many ways, but much more complex..
This is still one of my favourites of all time! The micromanagement necessary to tweak your trading routes to getting every last
gold coin out of them is simply fascinating. There is nothing more satisfying than seeing your fleet grow and setting up more
and more elaborate traderoutes, exploring even the mediterranian sea to get valuable spices back to northern europe all while
growing your home city and expanding its borders as the mayor they all love.

Once you get into producing your own goods it just becomes everyones wet dream of perfect implementation of
micromanagement into an exciting and fun game!

Truely a classic and hasnt lost any of its appeal even though the graphics are very outdated by now.. The same overly unrealistic
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puzzles you know from the first two games, except that these now have ones that will punish you if you misstep and have you
repeat the same tedious stuff just in order to provide filler material and make the game seem longer than it is.
Unless you're really prepared to suffer just to play another installment of the series just because you've endured fownsides of
the first two, do yourself a favor and use your money to buy a different game instead.. Enjoyed the game a lot. I think we miss
games like this, relaxing, where you just go with the flow and don't fight for your life every minute lol
Recommend this game for those who need a bit of rest after stressfull day.. This game is terrible to play on PC!. Well I bought
the first one, so I may as well complete the set.. Pleasing puzzle mechanics that twigs your brain in all the right ways
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It's amazing...a lot of stuff to do and a lot of fun too :). Would be fun, I imagine, if it didn't cut off the bottom third of the
screen upon launch.. You guys really need to get an actual art team and/or put forth some cash to commission an artist. Please
get rid of the Daz(or w/e they are) models.. Excellent fun game, and at a bargain price. Still prefer the original though. Overall a
very fun game. You have your class, you have your skills, nice loot hunting.. raspberry sound*. This game is really cool, i love
the gameplay, and the story behind it. But i did'nt get anything out of that -40% for halloween cause I already own the game, i
saw a 2 in the halloween update video, but i dont see a sequel. but overall this game is amazing.. Only bought this game due to
having memories of playing the demos of Crash Time on the 360 when I was younger. Even now it still entertains me (although
that is probably down to the memories of me playing on 360). Good game for £1 something in the sales. Cringey but funny cast
and the script. This game is a bit of fun, don't take it as a serious game!
If you are in need of mocking some bad game devs, this game is just for you!
7 out of 10 (just look at how many hours I've played it for!).
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